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The value of Training and Investment in People!

Dear supporter

Welcome to our Spring Newsletter, which I hope you will find informative and useful.

You will recall that our previous newsletter focussed on the adaptations to the Hope Centre and the re-
opening of the Night Shelter. This latest edition will bring you up to date with just how much of an
improvement these facilities have been.

There is also a focus in this newsletter on an incident where I am very proud to say that the
professionalism and skill of two of our staff members saved a client’s life. This was because our staff had
received training for exactly the scenario that then arose on the evening in question.

We regularly bring you stories about the experiences of our clients and the dedication of our team, but we
don’t often highlight the training that our staff receive. Our Project Director Robin Barr, Project Manager
Dave Carlile and the Board of Trustees are always very mindful of the duty of care that we have to our
clients and also our team of staff and volunteers. 

Regular training sessions (including refreshers) help ensure that we can support our clients in as safe a
manner as possible for all concerned and I am proud that we continue to support and invest in our team
in this way.

In other news, I am pleased to welcome Dan Humphrey and Jodie Younger to our Board of Trustees. Both
are great additions who bring skills and experience to complement those of our other Trustees. As ever, I
am extremely grateful for the support of all of my fellow Trustees.

And so, Harbour Place keeps moving forward and, like everyone else, we continue to adapt to meet the
challenges of the “new normal”. All of this is only possible due to the continued support of partner
agencies, funders and so many people and businesses in our community. 

Thank you to all for supporting us and helping us to make a difference.

Best wishes

Andrew   

 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF TRUSTEES



PROJECT DIRECTOR'S UPDATE
A new Commission has been set up to ensure that lessons are learned from the work undertaken to support Rough
Sleepers during the pandemic.

Lord Bob Kerslake will Chair the Commission which will aim to understand what worked well during the pandemic
and what is needed to embed the good practice developed.

The Commissions Advisory Board will include representatives from Local Authorities, Housing Associations and the
Homelessness Sector.

A year ago in March 2020, the Government required Councils to find emergency accommodation for all Rough
Sleepers in what became known as the “Everyone In” initiative.

Last week, the Public Accounts Committee said the Initiative had exposed weaknesses in the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Governments (MHCLG) understanding of the number of Rough Sleepers across England, as
whilst the MHCLG’s official estimate for those sleeping rough in March 2020 was 4,266 – last week the Government
announced that the “Everyone In” initiative had supported more than 37,000 into accommodation, more than 9
times the estimate.

Another recent survey emphasises the impact of the pandemic with 1 in 7 in people admitting they were genuinely
concerned that they may be made homeless.

Harbour Place has worked closely with NE Lincs Council in delivering the “Everyone In” initiative locally and has
seen some real success, with a real and tangible difference being made to the lives of some of the most vulnerable
and marginalised in our Community.

The Commission will produce an initial report this Summer, followed by a final assessment and recommendation by
the end of September.

As members of Homeless Link and Housing Justice, Harbour Place will receive regular updates on the work of the
Commission, and have an opportunity to feed in data from our own experience(s).

As Lord Kerslake himself said whilst launching the Commission “It is an opportunity to learn, what I want to do
through this commission is to look at how we can build on this success for the future. If we can do that, we will do
something brilliant for the Country”.

Robin Barr
Project Director
Harbour Place Grimsby

 



 
At Harbour Place, investment in our team is extremely important. Regular training sessions complement other
elements of our staff support structure to ensure that everyone at Harbour Place can feel part of a safe and
professional environment.

In March of this year nurses from ‘We are With You’ (the local substance misuse agency) attended the Hope Centre
and delivered a training programme to Harbour Place staff for how to respond when discovering suspected opioid
overdose. This training focussed on the symptoms of an overdose and the administering of Naloxone. 

Naloxone is a medicine which can temporarily reverse the effects of an overdose caused by opioids such as heroin,
methadone or morphine. The main life-threatening effect of opioids is to slow down and stop breathing. Naloxone
blocks this effect and reverses the breathing difficulties. Naloxone has no effect on someone who does not have
opioids in their system

Public Health England regulations permit individuals who are delivering drug treatment services to carry naloxone
and make it available to others without a prescription. For example, a worker in a drug treatment service could
supply naloxone to a family member or friend of a person using heroin, or to a manager of a hostel whose clients
include people who use heroin.

Only days after this training session, James and Charlie from our Outreach Team were on a late-night tour and
came across a man slumped in a doorway. On closer inspection it appeared that he may have overdosed.Quickly,
one of them rang an ambulance whilst the other attempted to rouse him. With the adrenaline flowing and
supported by the medical support on the end of the telephone, our team administered the naloxone. 

Fortunately, the man started to respond but was in a very distressed state. When the ambulance arrived, the
paramedics commended James and Charlie for their quick thinking and confirmed that they had probably saved
this man’s life. 

This situation was obviously quite nerve-wracking for James and Charlie, but that training session proved
invaluable. They acted quickly and professionally and they should feel very proud of themselves.

We’d like to say a big thank you to the training team at We Are With You and also of course to the Emergency
Services for the great work they do within our community.

The value of training and a life-threatening situation

For those of you old enough to remember them Naloxene
comes in a box roughly the size of a bicycle repair kit

 
 



 
One of the main functions of Harbour Place is to support people who are homeless and sleeping rough on the
streets of North East Lincolnshire. Harbour Place has a dedicated team of full-time workers whose main focus
is supporting street homeless people.

In addition to our regular street patrols on foot and in our outreach vehicle the team rely on intelligence from
local agencies, the police and people in the local community to let them know if they see anyone who might
be homeless or sleeping on the streets.

It’s often difficult to know if someone is homeless as they look no different from the next person on the street.
However, if you see someone sleeping in a doorway, or in a sleeping bag on a bench, or seated begging
outside a shop, you may feel the need to ring Harbour Place to investigate. Never feel afraid to call because
you are unsure or feel that you are over reacting, we take every enquiry seriously and assume that the
person may be homeless or in need of support until we know otherwise. So even if you aren’t sure, make the
call to Harbour Place, North East Lincolnshire Council or the police, you could change someone’s life forever. 

On a regular basis the outreach team carry out an evening spot count of homeless people who are sleeping on
the streets of North East Lincolnshire. The count gives an indication of the number of rough sleepers on an
ordinary weekday night and follows similar guidelines to the annual national count carried out in the
autumn of each year. The latest count on 30 March identified 4 rough sleepers. It doesn’t seem a lot does it?
However, when people are included who are sleeping in locations that cannot be accessed at night the
number will reflect the truer picture. 

In March we supported 28 people who were known to be rough sleeping on the streets of North East
Lincolnshire at least on one occasion during the month. We have been supporting them to access
accommodation and to ensure that they are accessing the benefits they are entitled to. On a daily basis they
have access to a hot food and drinks, clothing and shower facilities provided at our premises in Hope Street
and Albert Street West. 

Useful numbers to report concerns about someone who is sleeping rough:

Harbour Place: 01472 355234
North East Lincolnshire Council Homeless Team: 01472 326296 op. 1
Humberside Police: 101
Street Link: 300 500 0914 or https://www.streetlink.org.uk

Outreach and rough sleepers

https://www.streetlink.org.uk/


Most people with experience of support work would agree that no two days are the same and that the plans
made for the day are often very different to the day’s actual events.

This certainly applies to our current roles as floating support workers at Harbour Place.

Our day begins at 8am, initially dealing with emails, updating client records and making calls to other
agencies and clients to discuss issues and arrange appointments. We also plan visits for that day to the
temporary accommodation locations where clients have been placed.

The ultimate goal of these visits is to support the clients in working towards moving on to permanent
accommodation.

This is not straightforward. Clients often have chaotic lifestyles and many clients don’t have phones or
internet access. We support them to access benefits, maintain contact with agencies, apply and bid for social
housing, search for any suitable privately-owned accommodation, assess affordability of rent top-ups and
utility bills, attend viewings and access funding for deposits from the local authority

Many clients don’t have their own bank accounts, which is a major barrier to securing permanent
accommodation. It can also result in them having benefits paid into other people’s accounts, which often then
leads to financial abuse. We have worked with clients who have been unable to access any of their own
money for weeks and who are reluctant to report this crime, as they fear retribution from the abusers. 

We assist clients with bank account applications, but these are often unsuccessful due to the lack of a
permanent address and/or issues with previous bank account activity. This issue was highlighted in our
previous newsletter and a local bank manager then contacted us and is working to find ways to override as
many of these obstacles as possible. 

We have established a close working relationship with NELC Homeless Team and also liaise regularly with
staff at other agencies, including the Jobcentre, We Are With You (drug services), MIND, Probation, Housing
Associations, private letting agencies, guest houses and hotels, health/social care agencies, emergency
services, etc. 

These relationships with other agencies are vital, because many of our clients have mental health issues
which lead them to ‘self-medicate’ with alcohol or illicit drugs, thus escalating their problems. For others,
substance dependency can lead to mental health issues. For all, it is important that we work cohesively with
these agencies to provide comprehensive support. 

A day in the life of a floating support worker



We usually cover everything we had planned for the day, but often get side-tracked along the way by other
unexpected issues, including damage to property, complaints of anti-social behaviour from or about
neighbours, properties being taken over by drug dealers/users (cuckooing), medical emergencies, domestic
violence, suspected missing persons and more - the list is endless! 

This often results in lots of rearranging and juggling of appointments and can be frustrating at times.
However, clients really do appreciate our time and effort and often tell us that they would never have been
able to resolve the issue on their own, which is reassuring. 

Despite spending our days helping to resolve problems and issues, we can often find a lighter side to things,
such as our clients all calling us ‘Jackie or Patty’. This happens so much that we have stopped pointing out
which one is which!

One puzzling factor for both of us is that, even though we seem to run around in circles all day and regularly
miss our lunch/coffee breaks, we are forever discussing the fact that we need to diet and exercise more as
neither of us are anywhere near a size 6!

Finally, being able to discuss the issues we come up against with colleagues and management at the end of
the day really helps, as they all have an understanding but can also provide a fresh perspective when
needed. We feel lucky to belong to such a mutually supportive team and are proud to be part of Harbour
Place.

A day in the life of a floating support worker

Nationwide Building Society

In our last newsletter we mentioned the issues our clients
experience when trying to open a bank account. 
Katrina, Grimsby Branch Manager, contacted us to help to find a
way to make this process easier and, once Covid regulations
allow, will arrange for Nationwide staff to attend at the Hope
Centre to help our clients.
Thank you so much from everyone at Harbour Place  

Jackie and Patty
 



When you see me sitting on the floor or in a doorway don’t ignore me.
We all need human contact and just making eye contact makes me feel seen and not invisible. It’s quite

possible that the last 20 people who walked past me have averted their gaze or checked their mobile
screens. If no one at work or home looked at you or spoke to you for a day how would you feel? 

 
When you pass a homeless person SEE the PERSON, say hello, smile or nod your head in greeting. 

We do this every day with the strangers we pass on the streets so why not do the same with a
homeless person? 

 
Respect personal boundaries and keep a friendly distance, homeless people are more likely to have

suffered physical violence and, or, have mental health issues and will be wary of strangers.
 

Ask if they are hungry and buy them some food or a drink, please try to remember to include utensils if
they are necessary, there is nothing worse than trying to eat food with your hands. 

 
Life on the streets isn’t easy and to survive you need to develop a tougher skin sometimes this can come across

as rudeness, don’t take this personally. Life is hard on the streets.
 

Don’t offer advice about work and how to get a job, many homeless people have complex needs and
employment is much further down the line. Homeless people understand the value of working but for a variety

of reasons can’t hold down a job.
 

Each homeless person is where they are now because of their own unique set of personal issues and experiences,
we don’t know what has led them to their current situation but we can help them to move on. 

 

I'm Here

John was very happy to share his
before and after photos. This is the
difference your donations make to

someone's life. 
On behalf of our clients thank you. 



 Jodie is the Finance Director of a Multi Academy Trust which comprises of 29
primary academies. She is a qualified Chartered Accountant and has worked in
a finance role since leaving full time education, working in a local accountancy
practice and also working for herself when she started a family in 2008.
She was born in Cleethorpes and has lived there all of her life. She is keen to
help out in the local community and is committed to working with Harbour
Place and the work it does in the local community.

 

A warm welcome to Jodie and Dan who have joined
Harbour Place Trustees

Dan is a local planning solicitor who works in local government. He has a wide
range of  experience with property developers, the voluntary sector and housing
associations. He has worked in innovative public/private partnerships, including the
award-winning Engie/NELC, and advised on high-value schemes. 

Dan is going to run for Harbour Place in the forthcoming Orsted Great Grimsby 10k this
summer. If you would like to sponsor him please go to JustGiving Harbour Place
Grimsby Orsted 10K.

                              

Volunteers
We wouldn't be able to do what we do today without our volunteers - THANK YOU. From sorting out
donations to cooking meals , we really appreciate you.

If you have a few hours to spare and would like to give your time to help a very worthwhile cause
please contact volunteering@harbourplacegrimsby.org.uk

 



Tickets cost just £1 a week with a top prize of £25,000.
The weekly draw takes place on Saturday night. 
Match all 6 numbers and you win the JACKPOT!
50% of all tickets sold from our page goes to us and 10%
goes to other local good causes.
For more information go to Winsby or contact
fundraising@harbourplacegrimsby.org.uk

You must be over 16 to play.

We are very proud to have been chosen again as one of the partner charities to benefit from the race and have
been given 10 places for runners to represent us. The places went within a day and we are very pleased to say huge
thanks to Liam, Alan and Sophie, Gemma, Steve, the 2 Mark's Dan, Andy and Harriet who have all taken on the
challenge and will be running in the Orsted 10K to raise funds for Harbour Place. If you would like to support any
of them please go to JustGiving Harbour Place Orsted 10k 2021 page.

Fundraising and Community 

We are taking part in the Winsby Community lottery

Orsted 10k

Are you free on July 18th? Can you spare a few hours to help volunteer at the race? We need 12 volunteers on the
day. It's a fun atmosphere cheering the runners on and being part of a fantastic event and helping Harbour Place.
For more information please contact Gill at fundraising@harbourplacegrimsby.org.uk

We need volunteers to help marshal the race



Thank you to each and every one of you for every donation we receive.  The generosity from our
local community is amazing and we really appreciate every item of clothing,  piece of food and
monetary donation we receive. It is through your generosity that we are able to continue to
provide the support and services to the most vulnerable. If you would like any further
information please contact Gill on fundraising@harbourplacegrimsby.org.uk  

A brief thank you to everyone who got behind us
and supported our boxer campaign.

Thank you from the bottom of our heart. 

 
We had a great response to our appeal for boxers. We had pairs posted in. We collected them from you. 
You  dropped them off to us, and some  we bought on your behalf. 

Fundraising and Community 

Thank you to Biffa for once again
choosing Harbour Place to benefit
from their no lost time charitable

payments.
 


